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Let k be an algebraically closed field. Let A be a finite-dimensional
k-algebra. We may assume that A s kQrI, where Q is a finite connected
w xquiver and I is an admissible ideal of the path algebra kQ; see 5 . The
nature of our problem allows us to assume without loss of generality that
Q has no oriented cycles.
Consider the category of the finite dimensional left A-modules, mod .A
For each indecomposable non-projective A-module X, the Auslander]
Reiten translate t X is an indecomposable non-injective module. TheA
Auslander]Reiten quiver G has as vertices representatives of the iso-A
classes of finite dimensional indecomposable A-modules, and there are as
 . 2  .many arrows from X to Y in G as dim rad X, Y rrad X, Y . AA k A A
connected component P of G is said to be preprojecti¨ e if P has noA
oriented cycles and each module X in P has only finitely many predeces-
sors in the path order of P. Several classes of algebras have preprojective
components, such as algebras with the separation condition in particular,
. w x w xtree algebras 2 and hereditary algebras 9 . A general criterion for the
w xexistence of preprojective components was recently established 4 .
Given a preprojective component P of G , the modules on P can beA
easily determined. Starting with the simple projective modules and using
the additivity of the dimension function on Auslander]Reiten sequences,
 .the classes dim X in the Grothendieck group K A of modules X g P0
are obtained; the module X is the unique indecomposable with class
 w x.dim X. This knitting procedure has been used since at least 1977 see 5 .
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The purpose of this work is to give an algorithmic procedure to construct
all preprojective components in G . Indeed, we do the following.A
 .a We describe an algorithm which decides whether or not a given
simple projective module P belongs to a preprojective component; in fact,i
we show that if by starting with P it is possible to use the knittingi
 .   .procedure to construct N dim A new modules where N dim A is ak k
.certain number depending only on dim A , then P lies in a preprojectivek i
component of G ;A
 .b if P belongs to a preprojective component P, by applying thei
 .  .procedure a , we get two functionals f , g : K A ª R such that an0
indecomposable module X belongs to P if and only if one of the
 .  .  .  .  .following holds: i f dim X ) 0 or ii f dim X s 0 and g dim X - 0.
For the proof of the above statements we show some results on the
  yt ..growth of dim Hom t X, Y which are interesting by themselves.k B B t
Indeed, for a wild connected hereditary algebra B s kD and two indecom-
posable B-modules X and Y such that X is preprojective and Y is regular
or preinjective, we prove that
t
ytdim Hom t X , Y G .k B B 2d
for t G 3d, where d is the number of vertices of D.
This work was done during a visit of the second author to UNAM in
Mexico. We acknowledge the support of the Consejo Nacional de Ciencia
y Tecnologıa and Polish Scientific Grant 1221r2r91.´
1. DIMENSION OF MODULES IN PREPROJECTIVE
COMPONENTS
1.1 Let A s kQrI be as in the Introduction. We assume that the set of
 4vertices of Q is Q s 1, . . . , n . For each vertex i g Q , we have the0 0
 .  .simple module S with S i s k and S j s 0 for j / i. The projectivei i i
cover of S is denoted by P and its injective envelope by I .i i i
 . nGiven a module X g mod , its class dim X g K A s Z has ithA 0
 .coordinate dim Hom P , X . Since the global dimension gldim A isk A i
finite, we get a bilinear form
 :  :] , ] : K A = K A ª Z, dim X , dim Y .  .A 0 0
`
s ss y1 dim Ext X , Y . .  . k A
ss0
Let X be a module in a preprojective component P of G . ThenA
s  .  .Ext X, X s 0 for s G 1 and dim End X s 1. Also there is a quo-A k A
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tient B of A such that X is a faithful B-module. Then gldim B F 2 and
p dim X F 1. Hence if Y is an indecomposable A-module with dim X sB
 :dim Y, then Y is a B-module and 1 s dim X, dim Y . ThusB
 .  .Hom X, Y / 0. Similarly, Hom Y, X / 0, which implies that X and YA A
w xare isomorphic. See 3, 9 .
w x1.2. Following 6 , we say that the module X g mod is directingA
provided there do not exist indecomposable direct summands X , X of X1 2
and an indecomposable nonprojective module Y such that X F t Y and1 A
Y F X we write Y F Z for two indecomposable modules Y, Z if there is2
.a chain of non-zero maps Y s Y ª Y ª Y ª ??? ª Y s Z . In partic-0 1 2 t
ular, an indecomposable module X is directing if and only if there is no
chain of non-zero, non-isomorphisms X ª X ª ??? ª X s X.1 t
For an indecomposable projective module P , the radical rad P satisfiesi i
w x  w x.P rrad P , S . In 6 see also 11 , it is shown that the following asser-i i i
tions are equivalent:
 .a P is directing,i
 .b rad P is directing,i
 .c each indecomposable direct summand of rad P is directing.i
1.3. Given i g Q , consider the quotient Ai of A formed as the full0
subcategory of A with vertices j such that there is no path from j to i in
 .Q Note: There is a trivial path from i to i. .
The following is an inductive criterion for the existence of preprojective
components in G .A
w xTHEOREM 4 . There is a preprojecti¨ e component in G if and only if forA
each ¨ertex i g Q one of the following conditions is satisfied:0
 . ia there is a preprojecti¨ e component P9 of G such that no indecom-A
posable direct summand of rad P belongs to P9;i
 . ib rad P is a directing A -module and each indecomposable directi
summand of rad P has only finitely many predecessors in mod i , all of themi A
directing.
1.4. Let C be a component of G . Let S be a full subquiver in C. WeA
say that
 .i S is a section if S is path-closed in C ; if X g S , then t X f S ;A
each X g S is directing.
 .   4.ii S is a m-complete section m g N j ` if:
 .a S is a section;
 .b S admits only finitely many precessors in G , all of themA
directing;
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 .c if X ª Y is an arrow in G , X g S , and Y f S , then Y isA
non-projective and t Y g S ;A
 . yld if X g S , 0 F l F m, and Y is a predecessor of t X such thatA
Y s I or Y is a direct summand of rad P , then Y is proper predecessor ofj j
S .
 .Remarks. 1 Let S be a m-complete section in C. Then we get a full
yl  yl 4subquiver t S of C formed by the modules t X : X g S for anyA A
yl  .0 F l F m. The quiver t S is a m y l -complete section in C.A
 . w xLet k C be the mesh-category of C ; see 5, 8 . Consider any two
ym  .modules X, Y in C predecessors of t S , then Hom X, Y sA A
 . .k C X, Y .
 .2 Let P be an infinite preprojective component of G . Consider theA
modules tys i P such that P g P, tysP is non-injective for all s G 0, and sA i i A i i
is minimal such that tys i P is no predecessor in P of an injective or aA i
projective module. Then the full subquiver S of P formed by all modules
tys i P is a maximal `-complete section in P. Almost every module in PA i
belongs to D tyt S .t G 0 A
1.5. The main purpose of this section is to show the following
THEOREM. Let S be a connected component of a m-complete section in
a component C of G . Assume that S is not of Dynkin type. Then for e¨eryA
3n F t F m q 1 and X g S , we ha¨e
t
ytF dim t X .k A2n
Let us show the useful consequence.
COROLLARY. Let S be a connected component of a m-complete section
in a component C of G and assume that S is not of Dynkin type. Let M beA
the maximal of all dim Y, where Y s I or Y is a direct summand of ak j
rad P , for some j g Q . Suppose m q 1 ) Mn2. Then S is `-completej 0
section.
Proof. Let X g S . Since S is a m-complete section, tym X is non-A
y mq1. ymq1. winjective. Therefore t X is a well-defined and dim t X G mA k
. 2 x y mq1.q 1 rn ) M. Hence t X is not isomorphic to I or to a directA j
 .summand of rad P for some j g Q . Thus S is a m q 1 -completej 0
section.
w . 2 xSince m q 2 rn ) M, we may continue inductively to get that S is a
`-complete section.
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 .1.6. We shall reduce the proof of 1.5 to the case of preprojective
components of tilted algebras. We recall that for a given module X g
  . 4mod , the support of X is supp X s i g Q : X i / 0 .A 0
LEMMA. Let C be a component of G and S be a connected componentA
of a m-complete section in C which is not of Dynkin type. Let X , . . . , X be1 d
the modules in S and B be the full subcategory of A in the ¨ertices of
D d supp X . Thenis1 i
 .a There is a preprojecti¨ e component C 9 of G containing S . More-B
o¨er S is a m-complete section in C 9.
 . db The module [ X is a B-tilting module.is1 i
 . ylc The modules t X, for X g S and 0 F l F m q 1 are B-modulesA
and tyl X s tyl X.B A
 .  .  .d Let f resp. f be the Coxeter matrix of A resp. B , then for anyA B
X g S , 0 F l F m q 1, we ha¨e
dim tyl X s dim X fyl .A B
Proof. Clearly, S is formed by B-modules. Since S is a m-complete
section, the modules tyl X with X g S and 0 F l F m q 1 are alsoA
yl yl  .B-modules and t X s t X. This shows c .B A
By the definition of B, C 9 contains all the indecomposable projective
X B-modules P , 1 F j F m. To show that S is a slice in B in the sense ofj
w x. d9, 4.2 , it is enough to observe that [ X is a sincere B-module. Thisis1 i
 .  .proves a and b .
 yly1 .Let X g S and 0 F l F m. Then Hom t X, B s 0 implies thatB B
i dim tyl X F 1. Moreover, since tyl X has no injective predecessors inB B B
yly1  yl . y1 w x  .G , then dim t X s dim t X f ; see 9, 2.4 . Therefore d followsB B B B
by induction.
 .1.7. For the proof of 1.5 we need some results on the growth of
 yt .dim Hom t X, Y in the case B is a hereditary algebra.k B B
We recall that a connected algebra B s kD is of tame representation-
infinite type if D is a quiver of Euclidean type; B is of wild type if either D
?contains a quiver of the form ? with at least 3 arrows or D contains? ?
?
properly a convex subquiver of Euclidean type.
PROPOSITION. Let B s kD be a representation-infinite, connected heredi-
 4tary algebra and D s 1, . . . , d . Let X and Y be indecomposable B-modules.0
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Assume that X is preprojecti¨ e and Y is preinjecti¨ e resp., preinjecti¨ e or
.  .regular if B is tame resp., B is wild . Then
t
ytdim Hom t X , Y ) , for t G 3d. .k B B 2d
Proof. We shall divide the proof in several steps:
 . yt  .1 For any two vertices i, j g D , we show that dim t P j G0 k B i
w 2 x4 trd , for t G d.
 .a We consider first the case where D is of Euclidean type. Let
T , . . . , T be the non-homogeneous tubular components of G ; let1 s B
 i.  i. s X , . . . , X be the modules in the mouth of the tube T . Then  n y1 n i js1 ii
. ni  i.  .1 s d y 2 and  dim X s z 1 F i F s , where z is a sincere vectorjs1 j
 n   i. : 4generating the space ¨ g Q : dim X , ¨ s 0, 1 F i F s, i F j F n .Bj i
Let m be the least common multiple of n , . . . , n . Then1 s
  i. ym :  ym  i. :dim X , dim t P s dim t X , dim PB Bj B i B j i
  i. :s dim X , dim P .Bj i
Hence dim tym P s dim P q az for some a g Z. Therefore for any t g N,B i i
we write t s mc q e with c G 0 and 0 F e F m. We get
dim tytP s dim P fyt s acz q dim tyeP G acz. .B i i B B i
Hence a ) 0; moreover, we have the following bounds for m:
21 1 2˜D of type A : m F d y 1 - d ; .dy1 2 4
˜D of type D : m F 2 d y 3 ; .dy1
˜D of type E : m s 3;6
˜D of type E : m s 4;7
˜D of type E : m s 68
yt  . w x w 2 xTherefore dim t P j G trm G 4 trd .k B i
? .b We consider the case where D is of the form a with s G 3b?
?
arrows. The inverse of the Coxeter matrix of B is
y1 ysy1f s .B 2s s y 1
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 .  . ytThen for a , b s dim P , we write a , b s dim t P . We get induc-0 0 b t t B b
tq1  . t  .tively b G a ; b G s and a G s y 1 s for t G 1. Similarly, for c , dt t t t 0 0
 . yt ts dim P , we write c , d s dim t P , and we get d G c ; d G s anda t t B a t t t
 . ty1 ty2 w xc G s y 1 s for t G 1. Certainly, s G tr2 , for t G 2.t
 . w xc In the general case, we may assume that B s B9 R is a
one-point extension of the representation-infinite hereditary algebra B9.
yt  . w  .2 xBy induction hypothesis dim t P j G 4 tr d y 1 for any two verticesk B 9 i
of the quiver D9 of B9 and for t G d y 1. Let v the extension vertex of B,
 .that is, rad P s R. Consider the preprojective component P resp. P9 ofv
 .  .B resp., B9 . Then P resp., P9 is a standard component of the form
op  op.  .ND resp., ND9 . For any set S of vertices of P, we denote by k P rS
 .the quotient category of the mesh category k P by the ideal generated by
all paths factorizing through some vertex in S.
 yt 4Let i, j be any two vertices in D9 . Let S be the t-orbit t P : t G 0 ,0 1 B v
 .  .then k P rS s k P9 . Hence1
dim tytP j s dim Hom P , tytP G dim Hom P , tytP .  .  .k B i k B j B i k B 9 j B 9 i
t t
G 4 G 4 ,2 2dd y 1 .
X  yt 4for t G d. Let i be in D . Let S be the set of vertices t P : t G 1 , then0 2 B v
 .  .  . .  .  .k P rS X, Y s k P9 X, Y for X, Y g P9 and k P rS P , Y s2 2 v
 . y1 .k P9 t R, Y , for Y g P9. HenceB 9
dim tytP v G dim Hom ty1R , ty1P .  .k B i k B 9 B 9 B 9 i
t y 1 t
ytq1s dim Hom R , t P G 4 G 4 , .k B 9 B 9 i 2 2dd y 1 .
for t G d.
yt  . w 2 xSimilarly, we get dim t P i G 4 trd , for any i g D . This finishesk B v 0
the proof of our first claim.
 .2 Let X be a preprojective B-module and Y be a preinjective
B-module. Let t G d and assume X s tym P and Y s t q I . ThenB i B j
t q m q q
yt y tqmqq.dim Hom t X , Y s dim Hom t P , I G 4 .  .k B B k B B i j 2d
t
G 4 ,2d
 .applying 1 .
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 .3 For the rest of the proof we may assume that B is wild.
Let Y be an indecomposable regular B-module. We show that there is
an integer 1 F s F 2 d and an exact sequence
0 ª Y 9 ª t sY ª C ª 0B
 . of B-modules where Y 9 resp., C is a direct sum of regular resp.,
.preinjective B-modules. Indeed, assume first that Y is a simple regular
w  .xmodule. As in 1, 1.1 we obtain an exact sequence
0 ª Y ª t sY ª C ª 0B
where 1 F s F 2 d and C is a direct sum of preinjective modules. Assume
now that 0 ª Y 9 ª Y ª Y 0 ª 0 is an exact sequence with Y 9 and Y 0
regular B-modules. By induction hypothesis, there is an exact sequence
0 ª R ª t sY 0 ª C ª 0B
 . for some 1 F s F 2 d, where R resp., C is a direct sum of regular resp.,
.preinjective modules. We complete the exact and commutative diagram
0 0
x x
s0 ªt Y 9 ª E ª R ª0B
6 6
s s s0 ªt Y 9 ªt Y ªt Y 0 ª0B B B
x x
C C
x x
0 0
 .where E is a regular module. This shows claim 3 .
 .  .4 Let X be a preprojective and Y be a regular B-module. By 3 , we
may construct a sequence
6 6 s 6 60 Y 9 t Y C 0B
 . where 1 F s F 2 d and Y 9 resp., C is a direct sum of regular resp.,
.preinjective modules. Let t G 3d. For t9 s t y s G d, we get an exact
sequence
Hom tyt 9X , t sY ª Hom tyt 9X , C ª Ext1 tyt 9X , Y 9 s 0. .  .  .B B B B B B B
 .From 2 , we get that
t y s t
yt ytqs sdim Hom t X , Y s dim Hom t X , t Y G 4 ) . .  .k B B k B B B 2 2d d
This completes the proof of the proposition.
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 .1.8. Proof of the Theorem 1.5. Clearly, by 1.6 we may assume that A is
a tilted algebra and S is a m-complete section not of Dynkin type in the
preprojective component C of G . Moreover, if X , . . . , X are the mod-A 1 n
ules in S , then [n X is a tilting module.is1 i
Let B s kD be a hereditary algebra and T be a tilting module withB
 .  .  1  ..A s End T . The functor S s Hom T , y resp., S9 s Ext T , ] in-B B B
 . duces an equivalence between the full subcategories G T s X :
1  . 4  .  A . 4Ext T , X s 0 of mod and Y T s M: Tor T , M s 0 of modB B 1 A
  .   . 4  .  4.resp., F T s X : Hom T , X s 0 and x T s M: T m M s 0 . WeB A
may choose T such that S is formed by the modules SQ , x g D ,B x 0
 .  .where Q resp., P is the indecomposable injective resp., projectivex x
B-module associated with x. Observe that ty1 SQ s S9P and tyt SQ sA x x A x
ytq1 w xS9t P , for 1 F t F m. See 9, 4.1 .B x
Since S has only finitely many predecessors in G , there is at least oneA
 .preinjective summand T of T. Then N s t T g F T and I s S9N is anj B j j
indecomposable injective A-module.
 .Taking X s SQ in S and 3n F t F m q 1, we get using 1.7x
yt  yt .  ytq1 . w .dim t X G dim Hom t X, I s dim Hom t P , N ) t y 1 rk A k A A j k B B x
2 xn . The result follows.
 .1.9. Remark. In some cases the lower bounds given in 1.5 may be
improved. Namely, let B s kD be a wild hereditary connected algebra with
< <d s D . Then there are constants 0 - a, 1 - m such that for any projec-0
tive P and t G 0, we have
dim tytP G amm .k B
Moreover, the constant m may be chosen independent of D.
Proof. Consider f s f , the Coxeter matrix of B. Since B is wild, theB
 . w x qspectral radius r s r f ) 1 10 . There is a vector y with positive
q q w xcoordinates such that y f s r y 7, 12 . Hence
yt < q< yt q t q t q :dim t P y ) dim P f , y s r dim P , y s r y i ) 0. : .  . .k B i i i BB
yt t q . < q< < q< q .Therefore, dim t P G r y i r y , where y s  y j .k B i jg D 0w xAs in 7, 4.3 , we have that for any j g D ,0
1
yd q q q q< <r F y i ry j and F y i r y . .  .  .ddr
Finally, we recall that since B is wild, r G m, where m is the largest root
of the polynomial x10 q x9 y x7 y x6 y x 5 y x 4 y x 3 q x q 1; approxi-
w xmately m f 1.1762; see 13 .
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2. WHEN DOES A MODULE BELONG TO A GIVEN
PREPROJECTIVE COMPONENT?
2.1. Let P be an infinite preprojective component of the
Auslander]Reiten quiver G of the algebra A s kQrI. The purpose ofA
this section is to prove the following:
 .PROPOSITION. There are functionals f , g : K A ª R such that an inde-0
composable module X belongs to P if and only if one of the following two
conditions holds
 .  .i f dim X ) 0
 .  .  .ii f dim X s 0 and g dim X - 0.
In fact, we will explicitly construct f and g.
2.2. For the proof of the proposition, we consider a section S of P as in
  ..1.4, 2 , that is, S a maximal `-complete section in P. Let S , . . . , S be1 r
the connected components of S . As in Lemma 1.6, we consider the full
subcategory B of A in the vertices of D supp X.x g S
LEMMA. The algebra B s @ r B is a coproduct of tilded algebrasis1 i
B , . . . , B , such that for 1 F i F r, S is a slice in a preprojecti¨ e component1 r i
P of G . Moreo¨er, B s kD rJ for a path-closed subqui¨ er D of Q,i B i i i ii
1 F i F r.
 .Proof. For each 1 F i F r, let s i s supp S s D supp X. Ob-i X g S i
 .opserve that B s End [ P is a tilted algebra having slice S in ai A jg s i. j i
preprojective component. For 1 F i, j F r, i / j, the algebra B si j
 .opEnd [ P is also a tilted algebra with slice S @ S . LetA t g s i.j s j. t i j
H s kD be a hereditary algebra with a tilting module T such thatH
 . opB s End T . Then D s S @ S and H s H @ H with H s kD ai j A i j 1 2 i i
connected hereditary algebra such that Dop s S , i s 1, 2. Hence B si i i j
B @ B and B s @ r B .i j is1 i
Let B s kD rJ and a s a ª a ª ??? ª a ª a s b and a, b ver-i i i 0 1 t tq1
  ..  .tices in D that is, a, b g s i . Assume that c s a f s i . Then P is ai t c
 .predecessor of some X g S with X a / 0 and I is a successor of1 i 1 c
 .  .some X g S with X b / 0. Since Hom P , I / 0 and S is a maxi-2 i 2 A c c
 .mal `-complete section, there is some Z g S such that Z c / 0. Assume
 .  .Z g S . Since c f s i , then j / i. But then c g supp I l supp Z ; s ij b
 .l s j , which contradicts that B s B @ B .i j i j
 .  .  i.  i.2.3. Keep the notation as in 2.1 and 2.2 above. Let T , . . . , T be1 m i i. m i  i.   i..the vertices of S and T s [ T . Then H s End T is a repre-i js1 j i A
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sentation-infinite connected hereditary algebra; write H s kD wherei i
D s S op is a quiver not of Dynkin type. Consider the isometryi i
s : K B ª K H , dim X .  .i 0 i 0 i
¬ dim Hom T  i. , X y dim Ext1 T  i. , X . .  . /k B j k B j ji i
Moreover, let 1 F r be the spectral radius of the Coxeter matrix f .i Bi
Let yy be a vector with positive coordinates such that yyf s ry1 yy .i i B i iiw  .xThe following is a slight modification of 7, 2.2 .
LEMMA. Let X be an indecomposable B -module. Then X belongs to P ifi i
 y  .:and only if y , s dim X - 0.Hi i i
 i.  .Proof. The tilting module T defines a torsion theory F, I in mod .Bi
 .Observe that the indecomposable torsion-free modules thus in F belong
to the preprojective component P of G . Moreover, the modules of thei Bi
  i. .form Hom T , X with X g T l P are the vertices of the preprojectiveB ii
component C of G .i H i
 .If X g P , we distinguish two possibilities. If X g T, then s dim X si i
  i. .   i. . w  .xdim Hom T , X and Hom T , X g C . Hence 7, 2.2 implies thatB B ii i
 y  .:  . 1   i. .y , s dim X - 0. If X g F, then s dim X s ydim Ext T , XHi i i Bi i1   i . .  y  .:and Ext T , X f C . In this case, y , s dim X sHB i i i ii
 y 1   i. .:y y , dim Ext T , X - 0. For the converse assume thatHi B ii
 y  .:y , s dim X - 0. If X g F, trivially X g P . Otherwise X g T andHi i ii
 i. . w  .xHom T , X g C , applying 7, 2.2 . Therefore X g P .B i ii
 .2.4. Proof of 2.1 . Let J be a direct sum of all injective modules
 .  :I g P. We define f : K A ª Z, dim X ¬ dim X, dim J .Ai 0
 .  .  .Consider B , . . . , B as in 2.2 and let « : K B ª K A be the1 r i 0 i 0
canonical inclusion, i s 1, . . . , r. We define
r
y1 yg : K A ª R, dim X ¬ « s y , dim X . : .  .0 i i i A
is1
 .First assume that X is an indecomposable in P. If X j / 0 for some
I g P, thenj
f dim X s dim Hom X , I G dim Hom X , I ) 0. .  .  . k A i k A j
I gPi
 .Otherwise, f dim X s 0 and X is a B-module. Assume that X is a
 .B -module. Then X lies in the preprojective component P of G . By 2.2i i Bi
 .  y1 y. :  y1 y. :and 2.3 , « s y , dim X s s y , dim X - 0. ThusA Bi i i i i i
 .g dim X - 0.
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 .For the converse, if f dim X ) 0, clearly X is a predecessor of some
 .  .I g P and X g P. If f dim X s 0 and g dim X - 0, as above, X is ai
 .B-module and we apply 2.3 .
3. THE ALGORITHM
 43.1. Let A s kQrI be a finite dimensional k-algebra and Q s 1, . . . , n0
be the set of vertices of Q.
For each writex i g Q , we consider the indecomposable decomposition0
t i  i.  4rad P s [ R . Let ; be the minimal equivalence relation on 1, . . . , ti js1 j i
  i..   i..  .such that j ; j9 if succ supp R l succ supp R / B, where succ Lj j9
denotes the set of vertices x g Q such that there is an oriented path from0
 .some l g L to x. We may assume that 1, . . . , s F t are representativesi i
 4of the equivalence classes 1, . . . , t r; .i
  i. 4We fix M s max dim I , dim R : 1 F i F n, 1 F j F t .k i k j i
3.2. Let x g Q be a sink. We describe an inducti¨ e procedure to decide0
whether or not the simple projective module P belongs to a preprojectivex
 4component. Namely, starting with P s dim P , we will define induc-0 x
 .tively a procedure for constructing a new set P ; K A from P ;sq1 0 s
 .K A . The procedure may fail; in that case, P is not defined and the0 sq1
procedure stops indicating that P does not belong to a preprojectivex
component. Otherwise, the procedure continues.
 .More precisely, assume P ; K A is a well-defined finite set satisfyings 0
 .a for each y g P there is a unique indecomposable y with dim y sˆ ˆs
y;
 .  4b the set y: y g P is closed under predecessors in G andˆ s A
P ; P ;sy1 s
 .  .c each module y for y g P is directing.ˆ s
Let S  s. be the full subquiver of G formed by those y with y g PˆA s
such that y is not injective and dim ty1 y f P . Then S  s. is a section; seeˆ ˆA s
 .  s. y1  s.1.4 . Consider the full subquiver S of G formed by t y with y g S .ˆ ˆ1 A A
We distinguish several situations:
 .  s.1 if none of the modules Y g S has dim Y s dim X for X a1
direct summand of rad P , i g Q , then we definei 0
P [ P j dim Y : Y g S  s. ; 4sq1 s 1
 .  s.  i.2 assume Y g S has dim Y s dim R for some i g Q , 1 F j F t .1 j 0 i
i  .  i. iThen consider the algebra A as defined in 1.3 . All R are A -modules.l
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 i. si   i..Let S be the set of all vertices y g D succ supp R such that P isls1 l y
simple projective, that is, a sink of the quiver Qi of Ai. Since Qi has less
than n vertices, then our algorithm decides whether or not P , x g S  i.,x
lies in a preprojective component of G i. We may encounter the followingA
situations:
 .  i.2.i there is a P , y g S , which does not lie in a preprojectivey
component of G i. Then we say that the procedure fails and P is notA sq1
defined.
Otherwise, all P , y g S  i., lie in preprojective components C , . . . , C ofy 1 s
G i. Using the functionals defined in Section 2, we may decide whether orA
not R i., 1 F l F t , lies in some C .l i t
 .  i. s2.ii There is some R not lying in D C , then the procedure fails.l ts1 t
Otherwise, all R i., 1 F l F t , lie in D s C . Then,l i ts1 t
 . t i  i.2.iii If [ R s rad P is not directing, then the procedure fails.ls1 l i
 . i2.iv Assume that rad P is directing in mod . Then we may constructi A
 i.  i.  .  .  i.a set P ; K A satisfying conditions a ] c above such that dim R0 l
g P  i., 1 F l F t . Leti
R s. s i g Q : there is some Y g S  s. , dim Y s dim R i. for some j 40 1 j
and assume we have constructed P  i. for all i g R s., then
P s P j P  i. j dim P : i g R s. . 4Dsq1 s i /
 s.igR
If P is defined we say that the procedure is successful at the step s.sq1
 .  .  .  .Using 1.1 and 1.2 , it is clear that P satisfies the conditions a ] c .sq1
3.3. THEOREM. The simple projecti¨ e P belongs to a preprojecti¨ e compo-x
nent of G if and only if the procedure is successful for e¨ery step s G 0.A
Moreo¨er,
 .a if the procedure fails, then P is not defined for some s F s [ 2n ?s 0
 2 4max Mn , 16 .
 .b If the procedure has been successful for all s F s , then for any s G s0 0
 yl  s0 . 4  s0 .we ha¨e P s P j dim t X : X g S , 0 F l F s y s where S iss s A 00
 .the section defined in 3.2 .
Proof. If P belongs to a preprojective component P, then clearlyx
 4P ; dim X : X g P is well-defined for all s G 0.s
Conversely, if all P are well-defined, then the set of modules P s y :ˆs
4y g D P yields a connected component of G . This component issG 0 s A
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directing and each module has only finitely many predecessors, thus it is
preprojective.
 .  s.a Assume that P is defined and considered the section S . Wes
claim the following:
 y l  s. 4If P s P j dim t X : X g S , 0 F l F t for 0 F t Fsq t s A
 2 4  yl  s. 4max Mn , 16 , then P s P j dim t X : X g S , 0 F l F t for allsq t s A
t G 0 and P belongs to a preprojective component.x
Indeed, under this hypothesis the section S  s. is a m-complete section
 4with m s max Mn, 16 . Let S , . . . , S be the connected components of1 t
S  s.. First we show that no S is of Dynkin type. Assume that S is ofi i
 ylDynkin type, then the full subquiver determined by t X : X g S , 0 F lA i
4   .F m is contained in N S the translation quiver with vertices x, r fori
 .  .  .x g S , r g N, arrows x, r ª y, r ª x, r q 1 for each arrow x ª y inr
 .  .. ylS , and translation t x, r s x, r y 1 . For X , X g S , Y s t X , 0 Fi 1 2 i A 2
l F m, we have
dim Hom X , Y s dim k N S X , 0 , X , l . .  .  .  . .k A 1 k i 1 2
w xBy 5 , this dimension is zero for
n y 1, if S is of type A or D , with s F ni s s
l G  15, if S is of type E , 6 F p F 8.i p
Therefore, for any X g S , tyl X is injective for some l - m. A contradic-i A
tion showing S is not of Dynkin type.i
Now, since m q 1 ) Mn2, then each of S is a `-complete section byi
 yl 4Corollary 1.5. Thus P s P j dim t X : 0 F l F t for all t G 0. Hencesq t s A
 4the set of modules y: y g D P yields a preprojective component ofˆ t G 0 t
G . This shows the claim.A
Now, assume that P is defined for 0 F s F b and there is no 0 F a F bs
 yl a. 4such that P s P j dim t X : X g S , 0 F l F t for 0 F t Faq t a A
 2 4max Mn , 16 . Then there are numbers 0 s a - a - a - ??? - a -0 1 2 r
 2 4 ai. aiq1.a s b such that a y a - max Mn , 16 and S and S arerq1 iq1 i
not isomorphic, i s 0, . . . , r. We may assume that S aiq1 . already coin-
aiq1.  . ai.cides with S 0 F i F r . Therefore, there is a module Y in S
which is either injective or a direct summand of the radical of a projective
module; that is, either I g S ai. or P g S aiq1 . for some j g Q . Sincej j 0
this may only happen 2n times, we get that r F 2n. Therefore b - 2n ?
 2 4  .max Mn , 16 . This proves a .
 .  .b follows also from the proof of a .
 .  .3.4. Remarks. 1 Suppose we apply the procedure 3.2 starting with
 2 4the simple projective P and we get P for 0 F s F s s 2n ? max Mn , 16 .x s 0
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Then P belongs to a preprojective component P of G . The section S  s0 .x A
 .is a maximal `-complete section 3.3, b . At that moment we have gotten
 .all information needed to construct the functionals f , g : K A ª R0
 .deciding which modules belong to P 2.1 .
 .  .2 The remark above also shows that the step 2.ii in the algorithm
 .  .3.2 can be carried out by means of the same procedure inductively .
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